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TRIGGER DEVICE

This invention relates to a method and a device for registering the time of

a triggered event, the device including a camera with an image sensor comprising a

number of sensor elements being sampled in a predetermined time sequence, the time of

the sampling of the sensor elements thus being identifiable.

In many situations there is a need to synchronize an external event with a

video stream, for example for registering the exact time of a triggering of a gun in

shooting simulators or games. In most cameras this is a complicated process involving

extra electronics for reading the internal clock of the camera as well as coding meta data

to the same clock to the video stream so as to synchronize to the external signal pulse.

In addition to providing a complicated and expensive solution the known systems have

limited time resolution. An example of a shooting simulator using light projected at the

target to identify if the target was hit is described in US 6,942,486, which also illustrates

the complexity of the system. Also, the solution described in the patent does not provide

the trigger time with sufficient accuracy. Other examples are shown in US5280363 and

EP549436 where time is recorded separately and in the latter case is projected onto the

film or sensor.

It is an object of this invention to provide a system that find the exact time

of an event. This is obtained as using a method and a device as stated above and

characterized as stated in the accompanying claims.

The invention thus solves the problems related to the known art by simply

adding a light source into the camera housing, where the light source is activated by the

triggering event. By analysing the image data from the image sensor, the time when the

light source was activated may be detected. An advantage of this solution is that all of

the necessary information is stored in the standard signal from the image sensor but may

be found by simple analysis.

The preferred embodiment of the invention the image sensor is a CMOS

sensor being read line by line, and the difference between successive lines are compared

in order to find at which line readout the light source was activated.

The invention will be described below with reference to the accompanying

drawings, illustrating the invention by way of examples.



Figure 1 illustrates schematically a camera according to the invention.

Figure 2 Illustrates the readout from a CMOS image sensor.

Figure 3 illustrates the signal obtained from the readout in figure 2 .

Figure 4 illustrates the images obtained with the device according to the invention.

Figure 5 illustrates the difference signal obtained with the method according to the

invention.

As is mentioned above the invention as illustrated in figure 1 relates to a

simplified device essentially being constituted by an ordinary camera 1 with a lens 6,

with an additional light source 2, e.g. an LED, and triggering device 3 coupled to it. The

signal from the image sensor 5 is stored in a storage means 4 which according to the

invention also may include processing means. This processing means may also be

provided externally if it is unnecessary to obtain the time of the triggered event

immediately. The triggering device 3 may be any device suitable for the specific use,

such as a trigger on a gun or game console.

The device according to the invention may also include positioning and

aiming information depending on the application in which the system is used, for

example if positioned on a gun or game console.

The image sensor may be of any type where the signal may be read from a

subset of the image sensor elements, including some types of CCD sensors, but

according to the preferred embodiment of the invention the image sensor is a CMOS

sensor and the readout functionality of the image sensor according to the invention.

CMOS cameras can use a pixel readout method called rolling shutter, the

principle of which being illustrated in figure 2 where the time sequence is illustrated as

a downward direction. Line by line is reset according to a reset pointer 11, the light is

measured for a specified time and the amount of light is read line by line as indicated by

the read pointer 12. Thus a rolling window 10 is moving over the sensor 5 one line at

the time. The distance between the reset pointer and the readout pointer is the

integration time 13 in figure 3 of the sensor related to the shutter time. Thus the time

used on each line is a lot shorter that the total time used for a full frame. If a change in

the illumination occurs it may be detected as an increased light intensity in or from a

certain line in the image. This usually creates a challenges related to flash timing and

50/60Hz variation in the light intensity in indoor lighting.



As is illustrated in figure 3 the next line 14 is not read before the readout

of the previous line is finished, thus defining a readout time sequence. If the image

sensor is illuminated the illumination time will start at a point 15 and cover the rest of

the integration time before the readout 14 of each line, and one may observe this as a

change in the light relative to the previous frame in all the lines that had not been read

when the light was turned on. Figure 4 illustrates four consecutive frames in a video as

well as a difference image between them, where the trigger signal is provided as a LED

(Light Emitting Diode) is activated in the camera. As may be seen in the lower

difference image there is an essentially linear increase in the light intensity that is not

obvious from the images per se.

In figure 5 the line by line sum over the difference between the

consecutive frames is illustrated. The linear flank is obvious in the plot and may be used

to calculate the exact trigger time 16 as the rise in the illumination will depend on how

large part of the integration time 13 the light source 2 has been active. In figure 5 the

illumination in the image is assumed to be relatively constant and the curve 17 resulting

from the light source is easily seen.

In order to find the exact frame and line where the external signal activates

the light source each frame may be compared with a reference image, for example the

previous frame. At an image rate of 100 images per second the chance of having large

differences between consecutive images is small. A difference between two consecutive

images gives a time derivative of the illumination for each pixel in the frame. By

summing over the lines in the image a robust measure of the derivative is obtained. In

addition, if the aim is to find the line wherein the light source is activated it is practical

to use the illumination change per line as a measured value.

As mentioned above the external trigger signal is preferably provided by a

LED being positioned so as to illuminate the complete image sensor, and have an

insignificant rise time compared to the integration time per line in the image sensor.

This means that the precision in the external trigger signal is only limited by to the

integration time per line in the image sensor.

The LED is assumed to be on for a significant number of line readouts, i.e.

several ms. This means that to find the time of the change in illumination on the sensor,

i.e. the trigger time, the linear flank of the signal may be found, as illustrated in figure 5 .



This may be solved using a gliding time window estimating the slope of the curve. A

flank corresponding to the activation of the LED will always be represented by an

increased slope if it does not start when the camera is in a horizontal blanking mode, i.e.

in this case 1 virtual lines overhead in the camera circuitry for reading the image

sensor. The latter will be detected in that the signal starts at a value being very different

from zero.

The recordings shown in figure 4 and 5 was performed at 95.20

images/second in VGA resolution (640x480). At 95.20 im/s and 480 lines (as well as 2 1

virtual line overhead in the camera electronics for each frame) corresponds to an upper

precision less than 1/47695 s . A rough estimate of the uncertainty in where the signal

starts from a linear flank may be as large as 5 lines. This means that it is possible to

measure the time of the external trigger signal with an accuracy of 1/4000 s or better.

The flank calculation may be disturbed by other events, such as a triggered

flash or blinking light in the image. Thus more advanced methods may be used for

analysing the signal from the sensor. For example, as the spectrum of the light source is

known the triggered light may be detected from the detected colour, or light having the

same spectrum as the light source may be filtered out in the camera lens, for example

having a filter removing infrared light at the lens and using an infrared LED.

The line by line readout described above represents the preferred

embodiment when using CMOS sensors, but other readout methods may also be used,

the main idea being that one or more sensor elements are read in a sequence and the

signal from the sensor elements or groups of sensor elements is analysed and the

position in the sequence when the light at the image sensor changes may be detected,

and thus the time of trigger signal estimated.

In the case where all array elements are read out in parallel, such as is the

case with some types of CCD sensors and CMOS sensors with electronic global shutter,

all array elements will integrate within the same timeframe. Still, with a high frame rate,

difference images will usually be close to zero. To detect external trigger signals in such

a setting, the led illumination must be modulated with a low frequency (sufficiently

lower than the frame rate) triangular wave. By comparing a sequence of frames,

differencing every, and every second frame - illumination increase can be detected, as

well as initial illumination of the frame following the frame where triggering was



initiated. Knowledge of triangular wave rise time as well as frame rate and initial

illumination of the frame following allows us to estimate with sub-frame accuracy the

trigger time.

Thus to summarize the invention relates to a registering device for

registering the time of a triggered event, the device including a camera with an image

sensor comprising a number of sensor elements being sampled in a predetermined time

sequence, the time of the sampling of the sensor elements thus being identifiable from

their known positions in the time sequence. The device also comprising a light source

being activated by the triggered event and being adapted to illuminate the sensor, and

analysing means coupled to said sensor elements for detecting the illumination from

said light source in the sampled data from the sensor elements and thus the time in said

time sequence of the triggered event activating the light source. The light source may be

positioned inside or outside the camera housing.

The method for using the device includes the steps of sampling the

information from the sensor elements in the image sensor in a sequence and registering

the time of each sampling. From the sampled information the illumination from the light

source is detected, preferably by analysing the sampled data from the sensor elements

and thus the time in said time sequence of the triggered event activating the light source.

This may be performed by finding the curve representing the change in measured light

intensity and calculating the origination of the curve.

Thus the device preferably includes analysing means is adapted to analyse

the sampled data from sequences containing chosen subsets each including a number of

sensor elements. The image sensor is preferably a CMOS sensor wherein each line of

sensor elements is sampled in a sequence. The triggered event may then be recognized

as the time where the illumination from the light source is first detected at one of said

lines of sensor elements.

According to the preferred embodiment the general sensor elements or

groups of sensor elements are used to detect the illumination from the light source, but

it is also possible to use specialized sensor elements, e.g. being outside the picture frame

or having filters transmitting mainly the wavelengths emitted by the light source.

The light from the light source may also be recognize by spectrum or known intensity

variations being detectable in the signal from the sensor elements or groups of sensor



elements. The groups of sensor elements may include different or partially overlapping

sets of sensor elements, but is preferably consecutive lines of sensor elements in the

image sensor, and the calculation may including finding the difference between the

illumination detected by the sensor elements in each consecutive group.

The device may thus be a video camera, e.g. including a filter avoiding

light within the wavelength range of the light source to reach the sensor from the

imaging system projecting the image to the sensor, and the analyzing means being

adapted to recognize light within said wavelength range in order to detect the triggering

event. . It may also comprise a clock and wherein the analyzing means is adapted to

register the time of the triggered event as the time of the sequence start and the position

in said time sequence.



C l a i m s

1. Registering device for registering the time of a triggered event, the device

including a camera with an image sensor comprising a number of sensor elements being

sampled in a predetermined time sequence, the time of the sampling of the sensor

elements thus being identifiable,

the device also comprising a light source being activated by the triggered

event and being adapted to illuminate the sensor, and analysing means coupled to said

sensor elements for detecting the illumination from said light source in the sampled data

from the sensor elements and thus the time in said time sequence of the triggered event

activating the light source.

2 . Device according to claim 1, wherein the analysing means is adapted to

analyse the sampled data from sequences containing chosen subsets each including a

number of sensor elements

3 . Device according to claim 1, wherein the image sensor is a CMOS sensor

wherein each line of sensor elements is sampled in a sequence and the triggered event is

recognized as the time where the illumination from the light source is first detected at

one of said lines of sensor elements.

4 . Device according to claim 1, wherein a dedicated subset of sensor

elements is sampled in the sequence, the sensor elements in said subset being specially

adapted to recognize the illumination from said light source.

5 . Device according to claim 1, wherein the device includes a filter avoiding

light within the wavelength range of the light source to reach the sensor from the

imaging system projecting the image to the sensor, and the analyzing means being

adapted to recognize light within said wavelength range in order to detect the triggering

event.



6 . Device according to claim 1, comprising a clock and wherein the

analyzing means is adapted to register the time of the triggered event as the time of the

sequence start and the position in said time sequence.

7 . Device according to claim 1, wherein the light source is positioned outside

the camera housing preferably illuminating the sensor through the lens.

8. Device according to claim 1, wherein the light source is positioned inside

the camera housing.

9 . Method for registering the time of a triggered event in a recorded sequence

of images registered by an image sensor, wherein the event triggers an activation of a

light source aimed at the image sensor, the method comprising the steps of

- sampling information from sensor elements in the image sensor in a sequence

and registering the time of each sampling,

- from the sampled information detecting the illumination from said light source

in the sampled data from the sensor elements and thus the time in said time

sequence of the triggered event activating the light source.

10. Method according to claim 9, wherein the illumination from the light

source is detected by calculating the difference between signals from consecutively

sampled sensor elements.

11. Method according to claim 10, wherein the difference is calculated

between consecutive subsets each including a chosen number of sensor elements.

12. Method according to claim 11, wherein each subset is constituted by a line

of sensor elements, the image sensor being sampled line by line and the difference being

calculated between consecutive lines of sensors.

13. Method according to claim 9, wherein the image sensor is a CMOS sensor

type.



14. Camera for registering triggered events including a device according to

claim 1 and a lens, wherein the light source is positioned between the lens and the

image sensor.
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